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Stretching the
Boundaries of Computing
Technology Design for Non-Traditional Environments

Our world relies on computation that is increasingly moving outside typical
office environments to virtually anywhere humans can go. Complex settings
call for innovative designed solutions.
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The evolution of computing
It wasn’t long ago that computers took up entire rooms,
tabulating quantities of data that had become too
large for humans to manage in a reasonable amount of
time. As humble machines evolved into today’s modern
computers, iterative innovation moved the technology
through various environments. The one constant
throughout rapid innovation is that the computer could
count on being in a stable environment in the business
and universities that used them. As computing power
grew, it was being utilized in increasingly specialized
locations, challenging the original stable environments
to which it had grown accustomed.

Special environments
are everywhere
Computation in rugged environments requires robust
solutions and rigorous testing. In challenging situations,
real world performance that’s ready for anything can
make or break outcomes. These environments can range
from freezing temperatures at high altitudes to extreme
heat and coastal humidity.

Some of these more rugged environments show up in
locales even closer to home. From local coffee shop
rewards programs, to updates on children in daycares,

It also includes more exotic locales. Taking hardware

to digital maps at airports that help direct customers to

closer to the battlefield allows for analytics and support

their flights, unique environments are not uncommon.

in achieving mission critical success. This would also
include capturing data with drones or processing data on
a dusty Humvee that’s speeding across terrain.

Modern systems for
legacy industries
Beyond rugged, there are many enterprises that operate
far outside the boundaries of traditional technology. Major
verticals like utilities, government facilities and medical
require very specialized systems to function, and security
is paramount. Industries that were once slow to adopt
new technologies—often due to their sheer size and
complexity—are now driving innovation across the board.
And while compute gets closer to the customer and is
revolutionizing older industries, this compute is
encountering unique regulations about what these
industries consider to be safe. Compute must find ways
to adapt to these regulations.
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Sky-high innovation

efficiency needs. Big cargo ships traveling across
the world utilize server solutions that require regular

When it comes to pushing boundaries at incredible speed,

communication upgrades. On an oil rig in the middle

progress in aviation spans the globe and continues to

of the ocean, something as basic as sending an email

revolutionize technology. Passengers streaming content

requires a satellite uplink and layers of approvals

to their own devices, for example, require a robust

to implement.

network right in the plane that allows for hundreds of
people to utilize it at once.

Maritime markets demand durability under wet
conditions and extreme temperatures. In a highly

Adding to the complexity are Federal Aviation

regulated environment, failure is not an option, and

Administration regulations and safety priorities that

neither is churn. Platforms need to be stable and last

factor in to the creation and implementation of these

for years with advance visibility and ease of transition

servers. A seemingly small aspect of air travel—

to keep the focus on innovation.

entertainment—is greatly sophisticated and subject to
the same crucial standards as the rest of the aircraft.
Power requirements, bandwidth, heat dissipation,

Safety is everything

stability during takeoff and landing, and evolving

Some environments are inherently hazardous.

software are all things that are factored in to the design.

A mine, for instance, can have pockets of combustible
gas. Devices not only need to withstand subterranean

An ocean of complexity
Marine is another specialized area, with distinct

challenges, but must ensure no additional risk to
the people using them. The technology must be
uncompromising in its safety.

environmental challenges and high safety, quality and
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Going beyond environmental boundaries
with innovative technology solutions
Tracewell Systems: Powering
enterprise class systems at the
edge – and beyond
Businesses and government agencies are looking to
develop edge strategies to support their missioncritical applications, such as real-time analytics,
artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML)
and deep learning (DL). Tracewell Systems helps
organizations deploy their edge applications by
adapting enterprise-class systems into platforms
optimized to deliver high-performance computing
capabilities in edge environments.
With OEM Solutions, Tracewell has access to a
deep portfolio of market-leading compute, storage,
networking and other specialty technology. The
company’s expertise makes it possible to transform
enterprise-grade technology to operate in a wide range

of edge environments where size, weight, power and
other environmental challenges cannot be met by
standard technology.
Dell Technologies brings organizations enterprise-grade
technology to make their edge applications a success,
and Tracewell adapts those platforms to operate in the
edge environments required to support their mission.
Based on the Dell PowerEdge XE2420, the Tracewell
T-XE2420 has all the benefits of the standard Dell
EMC product plus groundbreaking GPU capabilities for
powerful AI/ML at the edge. The Tracewell T-C6420,
based on the Dell PowerEdge C6420 server, is a
compute-intense device that complies with Airline
Transportation Association regulations and fits in the
overhead bin of a commercial airplane.
The unique jointly designed solutions address highly
specific customer concerns about challenging
environments at the edge.

“Everything we do starts with
what our customers need
to support their missioncritical requirements at the
edge. Working with Dell
Technologies OEM Solutions
enables us to rapidly engineer
our customers’ edge platforms
based on the industry’s
broadest enterprise-class
technology portfolio.”
Matt Tracewell
Vice President, Tracewell Systems
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A healthy lifecycle
The reduction of churn and putting emphasis on

Your environment
through a new lens

longevity is a top priority for our partners and for us.

Take a fresh look at how you’re deploying hardware

It’s not just hardware, but the process of how we get
solutions to customers. For instance, a hospital system
may expect to turn over crash carts every couple years.
But by incorporating a long-life Intel chip at the outset,
that life can be extended to seven years, which has a
tremendous impact when you consider a vendor may
be supporting 5,000 hospitals. Beyond the economic
impact, incorporating longer-life products cuts down on
the red tape involved in FDA requalification of products
with each change. The opportunities for more efficient

and when you might encounter unique environments and
government regulations. Chances are, your situation is
more specialized and complex than you initially thought.
We turn the atypical into the typical. We understand
that working in a highly regulated environment with
customized technology that’s perpetually breaking new
ground is uncharted territory for most. Dell Technologies
OEM Solutions will be your partner in navigating the
unknown. You don’t have to do it alone.

and cost-effective solutions within the medical

Handling compliance and certification needs is part

arena are endless.

of our deep expertise that will help guide you through
technology challenges. Access to a global network of

Designing for efficiency

vendors mitigates your risk and wide-ranging support

We want our partners to have the best solutions for

four hours’ time.

means the majority of the world is covered within

their industries. And we want those solutions to be cost
effective. Our holistic approach to designing for a broad
range of uses to benefit multitudes, then honing in to
customize even further for customers. We’re working
hard to scale top tier solutions so they are accessible
to all and provide mission-critical response times
throughout the world for down situations.

We’ll help you see the future. And then we’ll help you build it.

To learn more, contact your account team representative
or visit DellTechnologies.com/OEM
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